## Call Number: 22-25451  -  Time: 1816  -  Call Reason: Phone - Suspicious Activity

### Action: Spoken To  -  Priority: 1

- **Call Taker:** Dispatcher Jill S Larson
- **Primary Id:** Patrol Officer Kevin D Ciavarra
- **Location/Address:** 147 SAMOSET ST
- **Involved Party:** CAMPBELL, RAYLA @ 397 HIGH ST - WHITMAN, MA 02368

### Narrative:

**08/15/2022 1816 Dispatcher Jill S Larson**

Officer request i# for suspicious activity

**08/15/2022 1859 Patrol Officer Kevin D Ciavarra**

While monitoring traffic in the area of 147 Samoset St during a "Back the blue" rally, I was approached by an anonymous party wishing to report a crime. The anonymous party stated she believed one of the individuals involved in the rally was displaying child pornography from a book. The suspected person, Ms. Rayla Campbell, had a book from the Brockton Public Library which displayed one person performing oral sex on another. While inspecting the book "Gender Queer" on the first page I observed the main character involved in the act state "Back when I was 24". This concluded the character in the book was not a minor. It is worthy to note the book was illustrated in a cartoon / comic fashion. All parties were advised my findings, no further services requested.